


Making this chronicle has been a journey.
2 years, 3 teams, and a global pandemic

later,  we finally present The LGGS
2019/20 Chronicle!

Back in 2019, the chronicle team began crafting a
recount of the school year when it came to a sudden

halt... the global pandemic then the national lockdown.
Remember those days?

Despite all their noble efforts, it became impossible to
finish the edition, so the task was handed to the

following year's team....... sorted!
 

However........... cast your memory back to November
2020, there came a second lockdown. The new team

just couldn't finish the previous chronicle, or their own.
 Now to the present. We find ourselves with 2 unfinished

chronicles and a very stressed Ms Allen! 
It fell into our hands to tie up the loose ends so, finally... 
it is our greatest pleasure to introduce you to the 102nd

LGGS Chronicle, remembering 2020... the year you
might rather forget!
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Words from the Head Girl
 

The last 12 months have been a rollercoaster to say the least. Lockdown has
meant that a lot of the responsibilities that past Sixth-Form Leadership
Teams have taken on, and that I so looked forward to tackling, haven’t

applied. I know this year’s Team was so excited for Prom, the Performing
Arts Festival, Musical Festival, Sports Day and so much more. However,

there is a silver lining to every cloud and I think amid the trials and
tribulations of COVID, our roles within the Team have allowed us to build
even stronger relationships within the school community. It was always

extremely important to me personally that I was a friendly face in the
corridors and offered advice to lower years wherever I could. It meant so

much whenever other students felt able to share their worries with the
Team, so that we could help maintain the already strong  communication 

 between  LGGS  staff  and  students.  I  have  to  say  that  my  teachers  have  
been incredibly supportive throughout it all. So, although I haven’t

overseen lots of large school events, I’ve felt more connected to, and proud
to have been a part of, LGGS than ever before. 

 
 

Kate Bowskill, HEAD GIRL 2020-21

You are all amazing



performing
arts
festival
DRAMA



DANCE
Aalborg dance saw two amazing dancers
take lead roles in the opening section, Olivia
and Clara led the team beautifully. They
performed a powerful story about the
world being blind to climate change.  

Lublin dance told a heart-wrenching
story about the world being slowly

defeated by climate change
choreographed by Kezia and Katy.  

The younger girls in
Rendsburg gained a standing
ovation from the audience
after performing Kate’s
breath-taking choreography,
about how the world has been
affected by climate change
over the years.  

Perpignan’s dance drama told the tale of
the earth slowly dying but ended with

the people of the world seeing the good
and saving the Earth.  



MUSICAL
The last Performing Arts Festival at LGGS before the pandemic

was held in 2019. The four houses performed memorable
adaptations of well-loved musicals and stunned the audience.  

 Aalborg did The Hunchback of Notre
Dame in which Eni played the role of the
play’s antagonist Monseigneur Claude
Frollo beautifully. This original
performance was enjoyed by all.  

Into The Woods was adapted by Perpignan
and starred Rachel as the adorable Little Red

Riding Hood and the two hilarious princes
were portrayed by Jessica and Emily. This

performance had the audience laughing
along the whole way.

The pocket musical of Rendsburg’s choice
was the well-known Matilda which managed
to score full marks! Siobhan’s portrayal of
Bruce Bogtrotter stole the show and
everyone loved her rendition of the popular
song “Bruce”.

Finally, Adeleda Banchero starred in the
classic production of “School of Rock”

which captivated the audience. Lublin gave
an enthusiastic performance which was a

firm crowd pleaser. 



china trip 
After a long 10-hour flight, 20 lucky students stepped off the

plane in Beijing to spend 12 memorable days experiencing the
amazingly diverse culture and beautiful landscapes of China. 

 

While in Beijing, we visited Tiananmen Square, the Forbidden
City and the Temple of Heaven; whilst there we got the chance

to experience the incredible architecture, with it being clear
that vast amounts of time and effort had gone into the

presentation of each building which perfectly represents
Chinese culture. 

  
We were also given the once in a lifetime opportunity of

visiting the Great Wall of China - scenically travelling up in a
cable car and down in a toboggan. Through this, we got to see
the true contrast of this amazing country - urban city life and
colourful countryside. Following this, we went on a trip to the

modern, industrial and urban location of the Beijing art
district.  

 

In our second location we visited a park
to see some giant pandas, as well as a

small ancient village called Tongli, which
has a river flowing through it and a

stunning botanical garden.  
Following this, everyone had such a

great time teaching a lesson in a local
school, where we got the pleasure of

meeting and interacting with the local
children who were so welcoming and as
excited to see us as we were to see them.

The resources were extensive - with
there being rooms for activities such as
fencing and embroidery. This was one

of the most rewarding parts of the whole
trip, particularly speaking to the

children individually and seeing them
enjoy the activities we had planned

before we travelled to China - seeing the
school sports day also allowed us to

witness the school as a whole.  
 



In Shanghai, the streets were so busy and modern in
comparison to where we had been previously, being a

more affluent area with many more businesses. The
Oriental Pearl Tower was one of the highlights of the

world-famous skyline; the opportunity to stand on the
glass floor 259 metres above the ground was scary but

exhilarating. Following this, the opportunity for us to
grab some new clothes and bags at the local fakes market

(which allowed us to negotiate on the price) tested our
bargaining abilities. This was unusual for us, but after

some practice we got the hang of it, for example getting
fake designer bags for as little as 50 yuan (£5 pounds).  

In Yangshuo, all parts of the village were surrounded by picturesque limestone mountains.
Although quiet in the daytime, the nightlife here was buzzing. Cycling through the rural parts of the

area for only two days highlighted just how different the unique landscape was here to the rest of
China. We then climbed up Moon Hill, which showed the scenery from one of the highest possible

points; the view from here was incomparably beautiful. This meant that, even in the rain and smog,
the views continued to amaze us, as well as allowing us to realise just how lucky we were to be

visiting such a diverse and unique part of the world.  
  

Overall, going on the China trip was an incredibe experience. It gave us the chance to view native
natural landscapes and contrasting oriental urban cities which are so similar yet so different to

here in England. It was an extremely meaningful experience which opened our eyes to this
amazing culture.   

 



chinese homestay

For the first two weeks in October we had the pleasure of hosting a group of 17 Year 8
Chinese girls, and their teacher, from our link school in China, Suzhou Science and

Technology Foreign Language School. This wonderful opportunity gave all students the
chance to meet, talk to and learn about each other’s cultures from people their own age

but from the other side of the world – a valuable educational lesson. The participants
noticed many similarities and differences through the experience, for example, the

Chinese students found the work load here very light compared to their very long school
day in China – 8am to 6pm; they were sent extra work to do from their teachers in China

in order to keep up with their studies. It was also apparent that all the students bonded
over mobile phones – sharing games and music, and watching Netflix. During their stay
the girls visited Manchester, Lancaster Universities and the Lake District as well as a vast
array of activities with their various host families – activities ranging from London trips

to the theatre, Blackpool, Chester Zoo, the Lakes, Morecambe, and Lancaster Castle to
name a selection. A highlight was seeing the girls speak to the students at Dallas Road

Primary School about many aspects of their home life in China. Overall the visit was a
huge success as well as really interesting and a rewarding thing to do; it is safe to say that
everyone really enjoyed this unique experience. All the participants loved being able to

share and explore each other’s cultures and learn how people similar ages to them, on the
other side of the world, live. 



chinese homestay



spelling bee
Every year LGGS holds a Spelling Bee for the year sevens, where four

students from each form compete against each other to see who can spell
the best! It was one for the ages with an additional fastest finger first round.

Congratulations to the winner Ayesha Punekar from 7.4! 

supercalifragilisticexpialidocious

cantankerous

carionette



autumn concert



children in need
  

This year’s Children in Need lunchtime
line-up featured some incredible,
hilarious and truly entertaining

acts. Starting the show off with a bang
was year 9 with ‘I want it that

way’, Brooklyn 99 style. Up next were the
singing talents Tilda Gebhardt, Kate

Bowskill and Jasmine Banks followed by
an uplifting performance from senior

dance team.   
   

  

  

 The students weren’t the only ones to show off their
skills… the iconic IT department proved 2 cool 4 school when

performing their rendition of the Blues Brothers, we were
blessed with a blast from the past when the double-denim 5
(Miss Clapham, Miss Nickell, Miss Houlihan, Miss Highet and
Mrs Gibson) sang a 90s themed mashup featuring the power

couple Flearnshire and to end the spectacular show the
dynamic duo, Miss Sharples and Miss Russell, left us on an

immense high after their annual dirty dancing routine.



children in need



The two-week event was deigned to support students across all
year groups, give out information and (most importantly) was
an opportunity to have fun. Both Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4

had the opportunity to take part in a danceathon in the Main Hall
– dancing to Just Dance classics like ‘You’re The One That I

Want’ from Grease and the One Direction hit ‘That’s What Makes
You Beautiful’. 

 
Younger girls in KS3 also had the chance to decorate cookies as
a way to de-stress and enjoy some yummy treats. The end of the

first week saw the mental health fair pop up in the Main Hall. 
 

This was an open event to the entire school where local
organisation like ACE, Minds Matter and Young Addaction came

in to provide information on all the different types of specialist
support that are available outside of school. 

mental health week
2019

2019 saw LGGS embark another Mental
Health Week! Organised by our Deputy

Head Girls with help from the Sixth Form
Council, the week was a smashing

success! 

For the second week, the events were focused on self-care and
relaxation. There was a meditation workshop for KS4 and the sixth
form, and the popular ‘Time To Talk’ event for Year 13 – a event in

which students were encouraged to be more open with their mental
health with the people that they trusted.

 

At the end of the week came the iconic Teacher’s Lip Sync Battle!
Acts varied from the classic Sharples & Russell duo giving us their

best Danny and Sandy with help from Year 12 backing dancers; to Mr
Flory, Mr Grundy, Dr Rees and Mr Yearnshire doing their best to

imitate JLS.  



netherlands
trip

On Wednesday 25th September 2019, GCSE and A-level R.S. students set off
on a four-day trip to the Netherlands to learn more about the Holocaust. The

first day was spent in Arnhem and the second in Amsterdam, visiting key
locations including the concentration camp, Camp Vught; the Anne Frank

Museum and the Oosterbeek War Cemetry, where wreaths were laid by
Dutch schoolchildren. The experience was very eye-opening and impactful
as the number and ages of the fallen became more of a reality; this showed

us the real-life impact of the anti-Semitic regime.  
 

The trip allowed me to understand the importance of religious freedom
both in the past and the present and reflect on today’s society, questioning

the prejudice that still remains in everyday life. 
 
 



TOP 5 
canteen meals

PAPRIKA CHICKEN  
A newcomer to the canteen but it entered with a bang and a half! It has quickly

become a classic favourite zooming straight to the number one spot. The velvet
consistency and the subtlety of paprika flavour blends perfectly with the fluffy

diced potatoes, all just beautifully complimenting the tender chicken.   
 

SAUSAGEs AND MASH  
Like a moth to a flame, we cannot help ourselves from being drawn to this simple

yet timeless dish. When we see those succulent sausages smothered in excess
gravy our mouths water from metres away.   

 
 

BEEF CHILLI TORTILLA FLOAT  
10/10 – The pure satisfaction of cutting into this beauty truly encapsulates the
meaning of LGGS, in our small world upon the hill, the beef chilli tortilla float is

truly planted at the top. The vivacious mixture of the Mexican style spices
transports to a place of our dreams under the South American sun.   

 
 

QUORN CHILLI  
What it lacks in flesh it truly gains in flash. A sumptuous blend of chilli spice and
fluffy basmati rice. The canteen staff have done themselves proud on this dish.

We salute you.  
 
 

MACARONI CHEESE  
If there’s one thing Café Regent is it’s consistent. Like a lamp in the darkness, a

light house in a storm, Café Regent is a friend like no other. There’s not one dish
which encapsulates this feeling more. Comfort and happiness. Macaroni cheese,

you’ve got a friend in me!



bar mock 
trial

In November 2019 a team of 17 LGGS students,
led by Mr Flory, went to Preston Crown Court

to compete in one of the National Bar Mock
Trial competition heats. LGGS was

represented by two teams made up of
barristers, victims, the accused, witnesses,

and court clerks. The Bar Mock Trial is when
teams from different schools go up against

one another in a mock trial with one acting as
the prosecution and the other as defence.  

In preparation for the competition, all 17
students attended a preliminary visit to

Preston Crown Court, where they were given
the opportunity to watch the justice system in

action.
 

On the morning of the competition, LGGS
faced Holy Cross and Hodgson Academy with
standout performances from barristers Edith

Graves, Aakanksha Tripathi, Ayomide
Oladejo, Izzy Rycroft, Phoebe Hoey and Nancy
Wilkinson who all worked extremely hard to

prepare their cases. Unfortunately, LGGS was
pipped to the post and it was Runshaw College

who, after facing some truly fierce
competition, successfully went through to the

finals in London.  

Although LGGS did not make it
through to the finals of the national

Bar Mock Trial competition this year,
it seems every student who took part
thoroughly enjoyed their experience.

Of course, we should not forget to
give a huge thank you to the team’s

fearless leader Mr Flory, without
whom this opportunity would not be
possible. “He gave up so much of his

time and attention to ensure we
represented LGGS to the best of our
ability. We really couldn’t have done

it without him,” said one student.  



INTERNATIONAL
WEEK

The fun-filled week began with the
Year 7 and Sixth Form International

Bake Sale in the main hall, setting the
standard very high! Students competed

to win ‘International Week Star Baker’
by bringing in internationally themed
sweet treats including an edible Notre

Dame. 

monday

Tuesday kicked off with everyone’s favourite….
The International Food Fair! Stalls were set up
showcasing students’ amazing creations from a
variety of different countries. From the heat of
Indian curry to the frankfurters of Germany, all
the profits made were given to this year’s
chosen charity, Médecins Sans Frontières. 

The Year 9s were lucky enough to
spend the day watching foreign films

whilst the rest of the school enjoyed
cultural lunchtime workshops with

Henna and Bollywood dancing being a
couple of the most popular.  

On Thursday, the Year 7s enjoyed an entire
morning celebrating the European Day of
Languages, immersing themselves in cultures
from all across the world. The rest of the school
jumped into the action too! Mini language lessons
were held at lunchtimes such as Portuguese,
Spanish and Russian to name a few.  

tuesday

wednesdaythursday

On the final day of International Week school was
bursting with colour when everyone in school joined
together in their fabulous fancy dress costumes to raise
an impressive amount of donations for Médecins Sans
Frontières. Students and teachers showcased their
singing in the International Karaoke concert.

friday



ski trip
During half term, students from all year groups travelled with Mrs Edge, Mrs Shaw, Ms

Nickell, Miss Sharples, Miss Clapham and Mrs Ogle to North Italy for a week of skiing,
however their journey there was not all sunshine and rainbows due to the ferry being

delayed for four hours. On both journeys they got through a variety of movies that included
the long-anticipated Chalet Girl along with Pitch Perfect 1+2, Aquamarine, Bohemian

Rhapsody. Luckily the weather was great for skiing!  

 

Some memorable moments of the trip include the bowling night (that the teachers won with help
from the instructor, Jacob), the disco (where everyone did the Macarena), the incredible hot

chocolates that seemed like pure melted gold and when everyone sang the school song coming
out of the Mont Blanc tunnel. There were a few close calls of injury that included skiing into

pylons and trees, not getting off chair lifts successfully and being dragged under and even just
having a complete whiteout but seemingly, most often was just completely falling over for no

reason when standing still! However, there were a few injuries over the week that included two
knee injuries, whiplash, general illness and two splinters. Unfortunately, the journey back was just

as bad as the way there, the tea the hotel packed was interesting... and the ferry trip ended up
taking five hours instead of two due to the ferry not being allowed to dock. 

Hopefully next year's travel won't be as bad! 
‘We can all vouch that it was an incredible week that no one will soon forget, especially being year

twelves last possible time to come on the ski trip, we made many friends in variety of years and
the group of staff that joined us were incredibly caring and funny and provided some much

needed relief, yet again a brilliant trip organized by Mrs Edge that is recommended to anyone
who is open and willing to make new friends, try new things and to have the best time.’ - comment

from Nancy Wilkinson, Year 12 
 



french exchange
At the end of January, 46 LGGS and LRGS pupils travelled to Amberieu

near the city of Lyon, they spent an unforgettable week immersed in
everyday French culture. From trying new foods to making new

friends they had an amazing week! 
 

On arrival, the pupils spent the weekend with their host families,
although many were apprehensive at the thought of staying with an

unfamiliar family, everyone had a great time doing an array of
activities including trips to Annecy and Pérouges, bowling and

museums.  
 
 

“My favourite part of the trip was going to the
Confulence museum, there was a great view

of Lyon from the roof and we took some
really cute photos! Also, I enjoyed going to the

school, sitting in on the classes and
experiencing a French lunchtime. The

canteen was very hectic compared to Regent
Café!”    - Hannah Gallacher 



spanish exchange



berlin trip
In February we flew to Berlin, it was an early start, but it was worth it to fit
in our packed schedule! We visited well-known tourist destinations such

as the Reichstag, TV Tower and Brandenburg Gate but also enjoyed
exploring obscure places such as Hackesher Markt, where we found edgy

vintage and ice cream shops. Here we got to experience the vibe and
fashion of Berlin firsthand. It also gave us a great chance to practise our

German with native speakers in real life situations, whilst also trying some
of the best German coffee and pretzels. 

Overall, the trip helped us relate what we’re learning in our
A-level German course to real life, with multiple trips to

museums and a walking tour of the city and we were very
lucky to have the chance to visit Germany just before

lockdown came into place.



desert island discs
Mr Haslam 

 
Song: Stairway to heaven – Led Zeppelin. Brilliant song. The electric guitar in the

instrumental is superb and the structure is fascinating.  
 

Film: Riddle of the Sands. An adaptation of a novel by Erskine Childers. An Anglo-Irish
author who was a very strong supporter of the independence for Ireland. He was

originally a sailor who was caught gun-running. He also wrote a poignant novel, which
was arguably the first spy novel, but also was written to warn England about the threat

of Germany in World War One.  
 

Luxury Item: Yacht; it might come in useful! 

MS DOBSON 
Song: ‘Killer Queen’ by Queen. A cracking tune for singing along to in the car. Not only a
classic in its own right, but it would remind me of being mocked hilariously by my
daughter for still not getting all the lyrics right despite all the times of playing it. 

 
Film: So many films... some beautiful and clever, some so cheesy I would not even admit to
having watched them. I am going to go with Cinema Paradiso: it is in Italian which is the
most beautiful language, it is beautifully filmed in Sicily, so romantic - what's not to like?

Luxury Item: A super-comfortable bed with endless supply of crisp white linen. Not sure
how that would be achieved on a desert island but still. There is nothing quite as luxurious
as a good night’s sleep. 

Mr Williams 
 

Song: We are on the Road to Nowhere by Talking
Heads - Used to listen to it when travelling on holiday

with my 4 children. 
 

Film: Terminator - I really want muscles like Arnie. 
 

Luxury Item: - A Watch. I like to keep an eye on time. 



SELF
ISOLATION

Katherine Tanner, in Year 12, has
been busy pursuing her long-time

passion for fashion and sewing and
has created some incredible pieces
of clothing! Some of her favourite
projects include a cool spring coat

and a gorgeous pair of polka dot
wide leg trousers.  

 

pASSION FOR FASION

We’ve all been missing Paul’s
Pancakes and market day in these

difficult times. One Year 12 student
was inspired to take breakfast to the

next level by making her own novelty
shaped pancakes. We think these

creative crepes look fab.  
 

Pandemic pancakes! 

 
Lockdown saw the introduction of a few young entrepreneurs starting their own online businesses, including Ella
Rodriquez-Dunn and Anouk Waller-Sargent, both in Year 12.  Ella’s business, Galeta Brownies, started in lockdown

when she realised her full baking potential after making sweet treats for her family and friends. The response she has
received is amazing and her business really started to take off as people simply couldn’t resist the delicious looking
brownies. Her entrepreneurship has really proven how lockdown was the perfect time to start something new! (the

brownies are very yummy too) 
 

Another business that was started in lockdown was Anouk Waller-Sargent’s Teesntotes. Anouk embroiders custom
designs onto tote bags and t-shirts, and has expanded to makeup bags, bucket hats, face masks and pencil cases. She

says: “I started the business after a lockdown skill turned into something that people could enjoy. I then started an
Instagram account showing off my pieces. I also wanted to be more involved in some charity work, so I decided to

give a percentage of my profits (nearly £70 now!!) to CancerCare, a local charity which has been so incredibly
amazing to so many young people and families and very close to my heart. I am so grateful for all the positive

responses and it is so lovely to see so many of my products around school!” 
 
 

Small businesses! 



Over lockdown, Year 11 students
Lauren Usher and Mya Bragg had the
wonderful idea of publishing a weekly
magazine made for the younger years

at LGGS. This included articles, teacher
interviews and ideas of things to keep
yourself busy during lockdown. We
decided to interview the creators of
this incredibly popular magazine. 

 

Lockdown laughs: giving Coronavirus a run for its money! 

Anouk: What made you want to make this online magazine? 
Lauren: After having our exams cancelled, we had a lot less things to do than
other years! 
Mya: We thought years 7,8 and 9 might be finding lockdown more difficult
compared to us, so we wanted to give them some respite from the negative vibes
of the news. 
Anouk: That is so adorable and such a lovely idea. What was the response you got
from both students and teachers? 
Mya: We got extremely positive feedback!! 
Lauren: Mrs Cahalin said we had a mountain of amazing feedback and we
personally got 3 lovely emails from teachers! We hadn’t seen or heard from them
in months so it made our day. 
Mya: When I woke up and saw those Outlook notifications it made me a very
happy gal! 
Anouk: So how do you feel about the whole thing now? 
Lauren: The feedback has been so nice and we had the best time making it! It was
quite a personal project to us and reminded us of the school life we were missing!
And we managed to keep in contact with people. 
Mya: It was nice to have our hard work recognised as at times it was difficult to
find interesting things to include! But all round a very worthwhile experience and
a nice thing to do when everyone was feeling a little lonely. 



world book day
On World Book Day 2020, LGGS was placed in the middle of a crime

scene with this year's theme being Muder Mystery. Many pupils dressed
up as notorious detectives and played tribute to their favourite crime

novels.  



music festival
This year’s Music Festival has been one of the most

enjoyable events to have occurred in 2019! All the houses
displayed a fabulous range of performances which

showcased the talents of many LGGS pupils. A special
mention should go out to the sixth form teams for

producing such high-quality performances and for
making this an unforgettable experience for the younger

years. RESULTS! 
1ST: 

PERPIGNAN 
2ND: 

AALBORG 
3RD: 

RENDSBURG 
4TH: 

LUBLIN 
 



year 11 and 13 leavers
With the school year being cut

short on 20th March 2020,
Year 11s and Year 13s only had

a couple of days to say
goodbye to LGGS. Unable to

have any leavers assemblies or
celebrations, we made the best

of it by signing our school
shirts and taking lots of

pictures.  



 year 7 forms 



 year 8 forms 



 year 9 forms 



year 11 forms



year 12 forms



year 13 forms



....... we don't remember every
thing that happened two years

ago... and our records are a little
bit patchy.

We've worked hard to
bring you this

magazine, but it
wasn't easy...

there might be some events
missing... there might be form

photos missing 

However, we hope you've
enjoyed this blast from the

past:
 

the 102nd LGGS Chronicle!



102ND EDITION


